A 58-year-old man presented with left globe rupture following blunt orbital trauma. Visual acuity was light perception only. There was lid swelling, ecchymosis, and a deformed globe with scleral laceration. Computed tomography (CT) of the orbit revealed a 3.7-mm hyperdensity at the superomedial aspect of the left globe, interpreted by the radiologist as a possible intra-orbital foreign body (Fig).

Thorough history for the mechanism of trauma, physical examination for a wound site and thin cut CT sections were reviewed. History revealed blunt orbital trauma by a metallic rod rather than a sharp penetrating injury. No cutaneous entry site was evident. Computed tomography revealed bilateral hyperdensities at the level of the trochlea, more pronounced on the left than the right, with no metallic streak artefacts. All of the above supported a diagnosis of trochlear calcification rather than an intra-orbital foreign body, and the patient subsequently underwent emergency repair of scleral laceration without orbital exploration.

Discussion
The trochlea is a cartilaginous pulley at the superomedial aspect of the orbit through which the superior oblique muscle tendon passes freely. It has a synovium-lined space, and like other synovial joints of the body, the trochlea can develop calcifications in the cartilage, tendon, or within the bursa-like cleft.\(^1\) The reported prevalence of incidental trochlear calcifications on CT is 3-16%, with over 50% being unilateral.\(^2,3\) No clear cause has been identified, but prior studies have postulated degenerative, inflammatory, metabolic or traumatic aetiologies.\(^4\) Since trochlear calcification is asymptomatic, most cases go unnoticed by radiologists as well as ophthalmologists. In the presence of co-existing orbital trauma, it can be misdiagnosed as an intra-orbital foreign body. Surgical exploration around the trochlear region may cause damage and scarring leading to diplopia.

Differentiation of the two entities requires history taking, physical examination, and proper imaging. A foreign body is present in one in six cases of orbital trauma, with metallic objects and glass being the most common.\(^5\) A review of the history to determine mechanism of injury is useful but may be unreliable. Examination of the skin and conjunctiva, particularly the fornices, may help detect subtle penetrating injuries. Radiological assessment includes plain films, ultrasound, CT, and magnetic resonance imaging. Plain films are limited to detection of metallic foreign bodies, and ultrasound has limited use because foreign bodies can be masked by surrounding highly reflective structures such as bone. Computed tomography is an excellent means to identify high-density objects such as metal or glass, but not organic matter. Magnetic resonance imaging is contra-indicated in metallic foreign bodies, but may be useful for organic foreign matter. Features of trochlear calcification may include symmetrical presentation and typical site at the trochlear apparatus. Its morphology has been described as comma, dot, and inverted U shape.\(^2\) In contrast, orbital foreign bodies are often unilateral with no specific size, shape, or location. Metallic foreign bodies may also generate streak artefacts.

Orbital calcifications can be incidental or pathological. It is important to recognise trochlear calcifications as distinct from foreign bodies so as to avoid unnecessary surgical exploration in the presence of orbital trauma.
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